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INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

METHODOLOGY

HEURISTICS ANALYSIS FACTORS

Fluid conducted an heuristics review of www.dwr.com to identify areas of improvement for the customer experience
and general usability. An heuristics review is comprised of:
Heuristics Analysis – focuses on established design standards, guidelines, and best practices
Style Compliance Review – focuses on design and experience consistency
Verification and Validation Review – focuses on whether the interface works as intended

Organization
Site has purposeful, natural, and logical organization
Related items are grouped together or presented with visual similarities
Unrelated items are differentiated
Interface behaviors are consistent across the site
Interactivity and functionality is appropriate and where the visitor expects/needs it

This document contains screen shots captured on 7 February 2007. Due to the dynamic nature of the web sites
and the online environment, these screen shots may not reflect the sites’ content and structure at the time of this
reading. All efforts were taken to capture representative images of the current customer experience.

Simplicity
Site uses familiar and appropriate language
Depth of content is appropriate
Avoid technical language
Links and buttons use active, directive, and predictive language
Interactivity and functionality is easy to learn and use

The screen shots are highlighted and annotated to identify areas for improvement and to suggest recommendations.
Diagrams are provided where necessary to illustrate the recommendations.
All problems and issues presented in the body of this report are rated on a priority scale. High priority problems and
issues should be addressed immediately to improve the customer experience, facilitate ecommerce interactions,
and improve general usability. Moderate and Low Priority problems and issues may be addressed in the next or
subsequent releases.
Priority ratings are based on the potential impact on customer experience. Problems and issues should be selected
for resolution based on:
1. Maximizing available time and budget for re-design efforts,
2. Technical feasibility,
3. Maximizing improvements in online customer experience.

Visibility
All navigation options are visible and findable
All content options are visible and findable
Interface does not obstruct, occlude, or distract visitors
Non-HTML links are indicated with similar type and size
Interactivity and functionality is easily found and utilized
Efficiency
Reduce need for visitors to remember information across pages or steps
Pre-populate known data whenever possible
Group tasks and data logically
Facilitate scanning with headers, sub-headers, and lists
Provide search functionality
Visitor paths are continuous and match expectations
Interactivity and functionality contain no superfluous or extraneous features
Feedback
Provide status and progress indicators for sense of action
Provide location indicators for sense of place
Use available / unavailable / visited indicators for buttons and links
Interactivity and functionality respond quickly to visitor input
Tolerance
Prevent errors
Error messages describe error and offer help for resolving error
Allow undo / redo
Accept variable input
Validate data soon after input
Interpret unexpected visitor actions reasonably and logically

RATINGS KEY
HIGH

High priority problem or issue that should be addressed immediately.

MOD

Moderate priority problem or issue that should be addressed in the next revision or release.

LOW

Low priority problem or issue that may be addressed in a future revision or release.

GOOD

An interaction or design element that currently functions well.
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Credibility
Site has high-quality, professional design
Visitor experience meets or exceeds expectations
Provide explicit privacy policies
Use secure data transmissions and transactions
Present third-party security validation and certification
Use standards-compliant code
Avoid dead, inactive, or inaccurate links
Accessibility (optional – not included in this review)
Conforms to W3C Guidelines
Conforms to US Federal Section 508 Guidelines
Accommodates screen readers
Accommodates voice recognition
Accommodates color deficient vision

Introduction
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GOALS OF THIS REVIEW

WEB SITE PAGES REVIEWED

Purpose:
Improve site conversion by optimizing the customer shopping experience during the product-to-purchase flow.
Requirements and Goals:
Improve communication of key product details.
Improve consumer choice through compelling presentation of new line of expanded product variations and
options, such as colors and fabric types, while improving on the existing ‘single item’ product strategy.
Improve “Add to Cart” metrics and the related closing experience in the cart and checkout processes.
Consider and recommend functional improvements in areas such as cross-sells, up-sells, mini-carts, contextual
product content, comparison shopping, guest checkout, etc.
Work within the existing design vocabulary of the site.
Ensure smooth integration with existing site technology infrastructure.

BRAND IDEALS
Keywords from the DWR value proposition and identity statements are useful when determining the role, value, and
purpose of content, functionality, interactivity, and brand representation that contributes to the online customer
exprience:
Modern
Pioneering / Innovative
Genuine / Licensed / Authorized
Enduring / Highest Quality / Best
Informative / Educational / Intelligent
Approachable / Accessible / Community / Friendly
Utility / Purposeful
Service / Support / Relationship
Satisfaction / Trust / Guarantee
Simplicity / Clarity
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Full Homepage
Homepage Shop DWR Menu and All Categories
Ultra Bellini Chair (at fold)
Ultra Bellini Chair (full page)
Ultra Bellini Chair (color change and enlarge image)
Ultra Bellini Chair (additional views)
Ultra Bellini Chair (illustrations)
Ultra Bellini Chair (pre-cart)
Shopping Cart (first item)
Seating Category Overview
Chairs – Chaise/Lounge
Barcelona Chair (at fold)
Barcelona Chair (full page)
Barcelona Chair (order swatch)
Eames Lounge (at fold)
Eames Lounge (full page)
Grissini Bench (at fold)
Grissini Bench (full page)
Grissini Bench (pop-ups)
Shopping Cart (fourth item)
Neutra Numbers (at fold)
Neutra Numbers (full page)
Neutra Numbers (pop-ups)
Shopping Cart (fifth item, at fold)
Shopping Cart (fifth item, full page)
Shopping Cart (remove items)
Shopping Cart (credit card promotion)
Shopping Cart (pop-ups)
Sign-In for Checkout
Checkout (shipping information)
Checkout (shipping information error)
Checkout (order review)
Checkout (order confirmation)

Brand Ideals and Goals

5
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Product Detail Page

Checkout

1. Implement interactive merchandising on the product detail page to reduce the number of browser pop-up
windows, reduce the visible content, and make content and functionality available on demand. Additionally,
interactive merchandising will be the best mechanism for displaying numerous color and fabric swatches.

1. Re-organize the check-out sign-in form to make it easier to use, more pleasant, more reassuring, and more
inviting. The entrance to the checkout process should inspire confidence, motivation, and commitment to the
purchase process.

2. Re-organize the product detail page to more closely associate the style and option selections with the product
detail and imagery and to create better structure and guidance for making a purchase decision.

2. Re-organize the checkout process and flow to introduce more structure and an improved logical flow.
Separate the shipping and billing information into separate steps.

3. Add information about product availability and stock status to the product detail page.

3. Improve consistency of order summary information and costs throughout the checkout process.

4. Improve cross-sell and up-sell functionality and content on the product detail page. Increase interest in
related, similar, and recommended products by offering brief content on the products, designers, and design
principles. Explain how and why recommended products have been selected. Identify products by the same
designer as the current product page. Include up-sells for DWR design and delivery services.

4. Offer a “Guest Checkout” option for customers who do not wish to create an account before making a
purchase. Sufficient customer information is gathered during a guest checkout process to learn about customer
preferences and behavior. Customer accounts are not necessary for most customer relationship management
(CRM) activities and purposes.

5. Offer product comparison functionality. Allowing customers to view several products simultaneously assists
in the purchase process decision, but it is also an opportunity for DWR to educate customers about design
choices, how to select products, and the factors that affect cost.

5. Provide functionality to modify customer data and product style / option selections from within the checkout
process without requiring customers to return to manually return to prior steps.
6. Improve DWR brand consistency in the checkout process.

6. Make more educational content available on demand from the product detail pages. Strive to improve the
understanding of design and to communicate the value of DWR as a professional design resource. Help
customers learn about designers, design principles, and the importance of quality and authenticity.

Other DWR.com Pages
1. Establish content rules for the homepage that place greater emphasis on product imagery, presenting more
products, and clearly stating the DWR value proposition.

Shopping Cart
1. Improve the shopping cart to include product imagery, interactive merchandising, the ability to modify style /
option selections from the cart, and functionality to estimate taxes and shipping fees. The structure and
functionality of the shopping cart should serve as the model for the itemized order summary presented through
the checkout process.
2. Improve cross-sell and up-sell functionality and content in the shopping cart. Increase interest in related,
similar, and recommended products by offering brief content on the products and designers. Explain how and
why recommended products have been selected. Identify products by the same designers as products already
in the shopping cart. Include up-sells for DWR design and delivery services.
3. Implement a mini-cart to provide access to the list of items in the cart without needing to leave the current
page, provide effective feedback when a new item is added to the cart, and maintain a more continuous
customer experience and flow through the site. This would be consistent with the introduction of interactive
merchandising tools and would contribute in moving the site toward a single page architecture for the product
detail pages.

2. Change the navigation nomenclature and structure for “Shop DWR” to improve visibility and reduce confusion
about selected vs. unselected states. Expose the category structure at the top-level for increased visibility.
3. Improve the efficiency of product index pages and search results pages by aggregating variations of the
same product into a single view supplemented with interactive merchandising to provide access to and
information about style / options selections.
4. Infuse the site with more educational content to add value and to communicate the role of DWR as a
professional design resource. Help customers learn about designers, design principles, and the importance of
quality and authenticity.
5. Improve DWR brand consistency in browser pop-up windows.

4. Improve DWR brand consistency in the shopping cart.

Indicates a Fluid High Priority Recommendation
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Key Recommendations
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FULL HOMEPAGE

Factor
O

O

5

V

F

3
C

Organization
1. The page layout grid is strong and consistent. The design embodies key characteristics of
modernism: clarity, simplicity, and utility.
Visibility
2. The homepage is dedicated to a single large image, and it is not always a product image.
The additional product images at the bottom of the page are partially visible at 1024x768 and
not visible at 800x600, so some customers arriving at the homepage may see no products at
all. Establish content rules that give product imagery priority on the homepage.

FOLD LINE at 1024x768 Monitor Resolution

F

2
C
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HIGH

No product images visible at 800x600

Feedback
3. The use of red text for the “Shop DWR” navigation choice differs from the black text for the
remaining choices and communicates that the “Shop DWR” link is somehow different or is the
currently active link. The use of the
icon does not adequately communicate that further
catalog navigation choices are available. Some customers may not realize that they may select
this link to begin shopping from the online catalog and may be surprised by the appearance of a
navigation menu. (See page 5, “Homepage Shop Menu”)
Credibility
4. The text block to the right of the main image contains variable content, but as an all text area,
it may be too information dense for the homepage. In this example, the content refers to
products, but there are no accompanying product images. Although the use of tabs allows for
more content to be available than can be displayed, the tab contents are not parallel nor are
they logically related (i.e., Highlights are products, Subscribe is for the newsletter, and Studio
Events is an overly sparse list of dates with event details hidden and available only through a
link.) None of this content encourages or facilitates browsing.
Consider alternative approaches to this area:
a. A clear and succinct value proposition and identity statement to communicate the goals
and ideals of DWR and to increase the credibility of DWR as a design resource.
b. Interactive content that allows visitors to step through individual products or statements
but also auto-rotates on brief time intervals.
c. Selecting content that is more logically related and creates a narrative experience. For
example, connecting products with the designer and an upcoming studio event.
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4

Non-Product Homepage Image

V

Rating

1

Full Homepage

HIGH

MOD
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HOMEPAGE SHOP MENU AND ALL CATEGORIES

Factor
O

6
S

2
S

O

1

V

3

V

Organization
1. The “Shop DWR” navigation categories and options appear to effectively match the customer
expectations for organizational schema.
Simplicity
2. The “View All Categories” link in the navigation menu takes visitors to a text-based index of
product categories which is easy to scan and read, but the use of a “View All” link in each
category communicates that this is not a complete list, thereby forcing visitors to select a
category to see what other sub-categories may exist. This page effectively serves as site map
replicating the catalog structure and should be a complete list of links in each section to
facilitate category browsing.
Visibility
3. Individual navigation options have lower level options that become visible once a customer
has made a selection, but these options are not visible prior to selection. Customers cannot
browse their lower level navigational options without committing to a section. For example,
“Seating” has several lower level navigation options (see page 13, “Seating Overview”), but
they are not visible until the customer visits the Seating category.
Consider modifying the navigation system to give it greater visibility. Expose the category
structure at the top-level for increased visibility or allow visitors to see lower level category
options on mouseover without requiring them to manually move in and out of categories to see
their options.
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Homepage Shop Menu and All Categories

Rating

GOOD

LOW

MOD
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ULTRA BELLINI AT FOLD

Factor
O

7

S

F

5

F

4

V

3
V
O

1

F
E

S

Organization
1. “Add to Order” has higher priority than “Save to My Wish List”, “Print this Page”, and “Email
this Page”, which is indicated by the use of red text and slightly larger font size. Move the
“Save to My Wish List”, “Print this Page”, and “Email this Page” links away from “Add to Order”
and increase the size and visibility of “Add to Order.” More closely integrate the product
information and variation choices with the product image and “Add to Order” and eliminate the
pre-cart page. (See page 11, Ultra Bellini Pre-Cart for further comments.)
Simplicity
2. Product information should be structured to facilitate scanning and make it easy to identify
key features and characteristics. Since the amount of information varies widely across
products, consider creating two tiers of content: essential details that are always visible and
additional information available for display upon demand.

HIGH

Visibility
3. Product imagery is of high-quality and sufficiently large size to be immediately useful for
visitors. High quality imagery and large size also communicates higher design standards,
quality, and credibility.

GOOD

Feedback
4. Page headers are large and easily identified.

GOOD

5. The navigation system does not always provide indicators to contribute to a sense of place
on the site. This product is located in Seating > Chairs – Dining, but when customers navigate
to a product via search, the navigation system does not show the location of the product in the
catalog structure. Make certain the navigation system always indicates the visitor’s current
location on the site regardless of how they arrive at a page.

2

Efficiency
6. The designer name link takes the visitor to another page and away from the product page.
Consider making some information about the designer available on demand (e.g., “Designer
Quick Look” that appears on mouseover) from the product page with a link for more details that
may be optionally followed to the designer’s page.
Additionally, consider including other products from the designer in the “Recommended
Products” area identified with the designer’s name and access to their information.
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HIGH

6

E
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Ultra Bellini at Fold

HIGH

MOD
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ULTRA BELLINI FULL PAGE

Factor
O

8

C

Organization
1. Quantity and style options are not closely associated with the main product image and
content. This functionality falls below the fold on all pages and should be more prominently
place and more closely connected to the product imagery. Consider connecting the product
views with the style options so that selecting a style causes the product image to change to the
corresponding product view (when possible, because not all product styles will be available for
display.)

HIGH

3
V

Visibility
2. Products shown in the “We also suggest:” area are far below the fold and lack a clear
connection to the main product on the page. The relationship between the main product and
the recommended products should be more explicit: why are these products being
recommended? Same designer? Same style elements? Compatibility? DWR positions itself as
a professional design reference, but there is no visibility into how recommended products are
selected or why, and there is no educational component to the recommendations.
Credibility
3. The Satisfaction Guarantee includes information about DWR’s generous return policy, but
this policy is not positioned prominently as a service that differentiates DWR from competitors.
Call out the Return Policy separately from the Satisfaction Guarantee; make them separate
content items.

FOLD

C
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Ultra Bellini Full Page

MOD

LOW
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ULTRA BELLINI COLOR CHANGE AND ENLARGE

Factor
V

9

Visibility
1. Visitors may change the color of a product by selecting the desired color swatch or selecting
the “Click here to change color” link, which cycles through the colors in the swatch order on
subsequent clicks. The “Click here to change color” link is redundant functionality, and given
the frequent use of browser pop-up windows on the site this link label may imply that a pop-up
browser window with color swatches and color-swapping functionality may appear. Remove this
link and more clearly communicate that color swatches are clickable for color swapping.
2. The “Click here to enlarge” link is visible and easily found, and the larger image displayed in
a pop-up browser window is approximately 50% larger than the image on the product detail
page. Although the larger image does offer some additional detail, it does not provide the
ability to further zoom and pan the product view. Consider using more succinct link
nomenclature, such as “View larger.”
Consider using more interactive technologies to display larger product views with the ability to
pan and zoom on demand and rely less on pop-up browser windows to display that content and
functionality. Closer integration of the interactive product displays and the product page will
improve the customer experience and contribute to the perception that DWR is both
professional and pioneering.

V
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Ultra Bellini Color Change and Enlarge

Rating
HIGH

HIGH
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ULTRA BELLINI ADDITIONAL IMAGES

Factor
V

10

Visibility
1. The pop-up browser windows are incorrectly sized for the images they contain. Incorrectly
sized pop-up windows occur in both the Internet Explorer and Firefox borwsers. Images are
cropped and the window must be re-sized by the visitor to see the entire image. Make certain
that pop-up browser windows open to the size necessary to display their full content.
Window size on open

F

F

2
E
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E

3

V

1

Rating

Window re-sized to display entire image

Feedback
2. Image thumbnails lack indicators to communicate which thumbnail is currently selected.
Although it is usually obvious which image has been selected, some product variations or views
are quite similar and the indicator will help reduce redundant thumbnail selection.
Efficiency
3. Product variations, alternate views, and room views are not closely integrated with the main
product view. The use of separate browser pop-up windows for each set of views is not efficient
and forces the visitor to look at product imagery through as many as five different mechanisms:
Main product view with color variations (on the page)
Enlarged image (pop-up)
Product variations (pop-up)
Room views (pop-up)
Illustrations (pop-up)
Integrate the product imagery and variations into a single tool for a simpler, more interactive
visitor experience.

Ultra Bellini Additional Images

HIGH

LOW

HIGH
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ULTRA BELLINI ILLUSTRATIONS

Factor
S

11

V

C
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C

Simplicity
1. Some browser pop-up windows lack the “Print” and “Close” functionality present in others.
Consistency of layout and functionality is important for the perception of quality and
professionalism. If illustrations are presented in browser pop-up windows and not included in
an integrated, interactive merchandising tool, then the pop-up window should have the same
layout, labeling, and functionality of all other pop-up windows.
Visibility
2. The browser pop-up window for the product illustration opens to the wrong size, and the
entire image is not visible. Make certain that pop-up browser windows open to the size
necessary to display their full content.

Credibility
3. Browser pop-up windows lack DWR branding. There is no logo and little obvious relationship
to the design of the site and full pages. Browser pop-up windows should include basic DWR
branding and visual design style.

3

Ultra Bellini Illustrations

Rating
MOD

HIGH

MOD
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ULTRA BELLINI PRE-CART

Factor
E

12
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1

E

Efficiency
1. The pre-cart page only exists because there are two separate ways to add a product to the
cart from the product detail page. Customers should be able to specify variations, color, and
quantity from a single location on the product detail page and add to their cart in a single click
from there. The product detail page should be re-structured to eliminate the need for a pre-cart
page.

Ultra Bellini Pre-Cart

Rating
HIGH
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SHOPPING CART - FIRST ITEM

Factor
O

13

S

V
S

2

O

1
V

3

V

4

Organization
1. The ability to apply promotional codes and gift certificates in the shopping cart before
beginning the checkout process provides a more accurate estimate of total and prevents
problems with expired codes or zero-balance gift certificates prior to requesting payment
information. This is important to customers and increases trust and credibility.
Simplicity
2. There are no product images in the shopping cart, only a color/material swatch, the product
name, and a text description of selected options. The cart should include an image of the
product, and ideally it would be an image of the product as configured by the customer.
Additionally, consider functionality that would allow customers to change options (e.g., color
materials) from within the shopping cart rather than returning to the product detail page.
Visibility
3. Shipping and Handling estimates are provided, but there is no explanation about how this
value is calculated or what the available shipping and handling options are. Specify the default
shipping method and provide more direct access to additional shipping information and options
(than the “Shipping Info” text link at the bottom of the page.) Consider allowing customers to
select a shipping method in the shopping cart for more accurate total cost estimates.
4. Although taxes are a line item in the total cost, the customer is not able to estimate the tax
amount by providing a ZIP code. This line items remains “TBD” even when a customer has an
account, is logged in, has been identified by the system, and has a known ZIP code. Add
functionality to the shopping cart that allows customers to provide a ZIP code for more accurate
tax (and shipping) information.
If taxes are not an important component of cost in the overall purchase decision process for
DWR customers, then tax estimates may be removed from the shopping cart and actual tax
calculations may be presented during the checkout process. For most online customers, total
cost (including shipping and taxes) is an important factor in the purchase decision process, so
removing taxes from the itemized cost list may adversely affect the customer experience.
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Shopping Cart - First Item

Rating
GOOD

HIGH

MOD

MOD
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SEATING OVERVIEW

Factor
O

14

S

V

3

O

S

Organization
1. The categories displayed on the main page directly parallel those listed in the navigation
options for Seating, and the use of large images of products in context facilitates the visitors
ability to quickly identify the desired product category.
Simplicity
2. The use of “Chairs – Chaise/Lounge” in the navigation may be confusing to some visitors,
because “chaise longue” is commonly misused and misspelled in American English, and the
product image for this category is not a chaise longue (though it is a chaise.) Additionally, DWR
does offer products that are chaises longue. Reduce potential confusion and promote the
proper use of chaise longue by making a distinction between chair, lounge, and chaise longue.

Rating
GOOD

LOW

1

2

V

Visibility
3. The “Shop DWR” navigation choice switches from red to black text and becomes visually
similar to the remaining navigation options when it is selected, which is the opposite of most
navigation indicators. Red text is used to indicate selected state for the category choices (e.g.,
Seating.) Link text styles should be consistent throughout the navigation system: use red to
indicate selected state.
There remains a visibility problem on the homepage where customers may not see the “Shop
DWR” navigation option if it is black, however, changing the nomenclature from “Shop DWR” to
“Find Products” or other active and descriptive language will make it more clear that visitors
may access the DWR catalog through this navigation option.
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Seating Overview

MOD
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CHAIRS - CHAISE/LOUNGE

Factor
O

15

Organization
1. Group multiple variations of a single product into one product grid section and include
information about the variations as swatches or miniature thumbnails to illustrate the options.
More products may be presented with less scrolling when product variations are not displayed
as separate products.

Rating
HIGH

Additionally, consider implementing interactive merchandising functionality for viewing color and
material options, designer name, date of design, awards, etc. from the product index and
search result pages. This type of "quick look" tool would allow the visitor to access these
details without leaving the page and would provide a glimpse into the extent of the content
available on the product detail page.
E

E

O
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2

Efficiency
2. Consider adding additional filters and functionality to product index pages to allow visitors to
more quickly narrow down the products to a shorter list with a better match. Filters and
functionality may include:
Color
Materials
Availability
Designer
Set the number of products to display per page

1

Chairs - Chaise/Lounge

MOD
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BARCELONA CHAIR AT FOLD

Factor
V

16

V

2. “Request a swatch” is important functionality and is related to higher sales, but it is neither
highly visible nor prominently placed on the page. Increase the visual prominence and
placement of this functionality.

1

V
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Visibility
1. Variations in image size and extent of text content cause the page layout to vary among
products. Sometimes additional images and materials information are visible above the fold (as
it is here), but for other products this information is below the fold and not visible on page load.
Tighter integration of the product options and variations accessed through an interactive
merchandising tool and re-structuring the content to have well-defined topic areas and less
visible text will enhance the customer experience by contributing to a more consistent page
layout.

2

Barcelona Chair at Fold

Rating
HIGH

HIGH
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BARCELONA CHAIR FULL PAGE

Factor
1

O

O

17

S

V

FOLD

E

Organization
1. Page structure does not facilitate efficient flow and does not guide the customer through the
product review and selection process. The calls to action are unclear and have no obvious
priorities other than the use of red for adding items to a customer’s cart. The product page
needs to be more systematic and structured to lead the customer through learning about a
product, offering relevant functionality more closely to related information (e.g., ordering
swatches when viewing swatches), and ending with a clear mechanism to select the desired
options and add the product to the cart.
Simplicity
2. The product detail page currently lacks information about availability and ordering options.
Add information indicating whether or not products are in stock and available for immediate
drop-shipments, if they must be special ordered and an estimate of time to fulfillment, and if
special bulk orders are possible.
Visibility
3. Although products are cross-sold, DWR’s services are not. Include information about room
of choice delivery and white glove service as a cross-sell; do not conceal these services in the
shipping and delivery options browser pop-up window.
Efficiency
4. “Related products” and “We also suggest” products are treated differently on the page, but
the reasons for presenting them are the same: illustrate compatible products, educate about
design, and encourage additional purchases. Explore methods of presenting related and
compatible products through a more integrated display.
Reinforce the message that DWR offers related and compatible products to facilitate an “all-inone place” shopping experience. Showing products in context with one another can help
demonstrate their compatibility as well as educate about design principles.

S

2

E

4

V
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Barcelona Chair Full Page

Rating
HIGH

HIGH

MOD

MOD

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

BARCLONA CHAIR - ORDER SWATCH

Factor
O

18

Rating

Organization
The structure and layout of the form, the form header, and the placement of the “* denotes
required field” text is not inviting. The spacing between the header, required text, form field
labels, form fields, and form submission buttons is inconsistent and contributes to the forms
lack of approachability. Add DWR branding to the pop-up window, provide a more accurate
header (e.g., “Order a Swatch” rather than “Please fill in this form”), use a wider pop-up window
so that the form field labels can be moved to the left of the form fields, and move the header,
form fields, and buttons closer together.
Additionally, consider removing the “* denotes required field” text, because all but one field is
required. Remove the red asterisks and use an “optional” label for the “Suite/Apt.” field.

V

Visibility
2. The browser pop-up window opens to the wrong size and the entire form is not visible unless
the window is re-sized. Make certain that pop-up browser windows open to the size necessary
to display their full content.
3. When an error occurs and the pop-up content refreshes, the product image disappears.
Make certain the product imagery remains under error conditions.

F

O

Feedback
4. The error message and the field in error are clearly visible, and the message indicates how
the visitor may resolve the problem. Error messages should use non-technical language,
explain the error, and offer instructions for resolving the error.

1

F

4
V

F
V

2
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Barclona Chair - Order Swatch

4

3

MOD

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

EAMES LOUNGE AT FOLD

Factor
V

19

C

C
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Credibility
2. DWR offers licensed and authentic products, but this information is not given prominence.
Information about authenticity and exclusivity can enhance credibility as well as contribute to
explanations about the price differences seen between DWR’s genuine products and the lowercost imitations found on other sites. Consider adding additional details and information to the
designer content, such as date of design, manufacturer, proof of authenticity, and exclusive
arrangements (when present.)

2

V
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Visibility
1. Extensive product information, multiple related products, and multiple recommended
products contributes to a page that scrolls across three screens. Much of the content and
functionality is not visible on page load. Re-structuring the page to create a more integrated
experience with extended content available on demand will foster increased interaction and
enhance the customer experience while utilizing screen real estate more efficiently. It is not
necessary to display all content at all times.

1

Eames Lounge at Fold

Rating
HIGH

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

EAMES LOUNGE FULL PAGE

Factor
S

20

E

Simplicity
1. When there are price differences among product variations, the differences should be
explained to educate the customer about the factors that contribute to price. Add information to
the product detail content which describes the product cost factors.
Efficiency
2. The current DWR site does not offer product comparison functionality, yet an important part
of selecting products of this type is to carefully review and compare features, styles, and
designs. A comparison engine would allow customers to review products based on functional,
aesthetic, and cost factors. Consider adding functionality to compare product variations, similar
products, or any selected set of products. A comparison engine can contribute to the
educational and professional consultative value of the site by allowing customers to learn about
similar, differentiating, and discordant design features.

Rating
MOD

MOD

A comparison engine should allow customers to view product images, descriptions, features,
variations, and price.

FOLD

Additional functionality could be added to a comparison engine in the future, such as the ability
to create, save, and share product comparison lists. Social shopping could be enabled by
allowing customers to view, modify, and comment upon shared comparison lists. DWR could
create pre-defined product comparison lists to educate customers about selecting from among
similar products or how to assemble sets of compatible products.
E

2
S
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Eames Lounge Full Page

LOW

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

GRISSINI BENCH AT FOLD

Factor
V

21

V
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Visibility
1. This product is a DWR Exclusive, but the information is neither called out nor highlighted
adequately. The treatment as a single bullet list item does not effectively draw the attention of
visitors. Give greater visual prominence and placement to exclusive products and relationships.
Exclusivity enhances the brand value of DWR and contributes to a better understanding of the
value of the product.

1

Grissini Bench at Fold

Rating
MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

GRISSINI BENCH FULL PAGE

Factor
O

22

S

V
1

S

2

Simplicity
2. All additional views (i.e., room, detail, and illustration views) should be integrated into a single
interactive merchandising tool. The use of three separate browser pop-up windows forces
visitors to open and close several windows just to view available images. It does not appear
important for visitors to be able to compare images of one type with images from another, so
there does not seem to be a need to display two or more browser pop-up windows
simultaneously.
Visibility
3. Add information about availability (i.e., in stock, special order, or bulk special order) to allow
customers to see if a desired product is available within the necessary timeframe.

FOLD

O

Organization
1. A new mechanism for handling numerous swatches will be necessary as the number of
colors, materials, and fabrics increases. Since the available area on the page is very limited,
swatches will need an interactive mechanism to allow visitors to quickly scan the choices.
Swatches should be categorized and labeled to facilitate scanning, swatch selection should be
integrated with alternate views and pan and zoom functionality (when product imagery is
available), and requests to order a swatch should be more closely associated with the swatch
selection process.

V
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Grissini Bench Full Page

Rating
HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

GRISSINI BENCH POP-UPS

Factor
O

23

S

V

F

C

S

2

C

5
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F

Organization
1. Several of the informational links open browser pop-up windows containing plain HTML text.
The links often jump to an anchor point in a much larger text file, and visitors are not provided
context for how the target information is related to and located within a larger text document.
Despite the use of anchor links since the beginning of web browsing, many visitors are often
confused when a link takes them to an interior point in a longer page, because the anchor point
rarely provides sufficient context and sense of place. Consider using a page-based (rather than
anchor-based) system for displaying this type of content.
Simplicity
2. The “Satisfaction Guaranteed” pop-up window contains simple, easily understood information
and is well organized. The header clearly identifies the visitor’s place and the type of
information. This could be used as a model for improving the presentation of other information
currently delivered through pop-up windows.
Visibility
3. The index of the extensive text content is only visible when visitors scroll up from an anchor
link. If they did not scroll up, they would not know that additional and potentially useful
information is available. The pop-up windows lack context, labeling, and direction.
Feedback
4. The visitor clicks a link labeled “Email this Page” and is presented with a pop-up window
labeled “Email this Product.” The labels are inconsistent. Consider using “Share this Product”
labels instead to foster a stronger sense of community and collaboration.
Credibility
5. The only browser pop-up window with a semblance of DWR branding is the “Satisfaction
Guaranteed” pop-up. All pop-up windows should contain DWR branding and have a visual
design style consistent with the main site. This will create a more professional and consistent
appearance and increase the trust and credibility of the site.

4
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Rating

O

Grissini Bench Pop-Ups

1

V

3

MOD

GOOD

MOD

LOW

HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART - FOURTH ITEM

Factor
V

24

F

V

F
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Visibility
1. The value of having “Begin Checkout” buttons at the top and bottom of the shopping cart
becomes clear when the number of items in the cart is five or more. It is important to have a
clear call to action visible at all times in the shopping cart.
Feedback
2. Somehow this order has qualified for a promotional discount, but this was not clearly
communicated. There were no discounts in the previous product added to the cart, and there is
no available link to information explaining the discount. Although discounts are appreciated by
customers, it is important to communicate when a discount is available, how it is calculated,
what it covers or includes, the qualifying criteria, and any restrictions.

1

2

Shopping Cart - Fourth Item

Rating
GOOD

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

NEUTRA NUMBERS AT FOLD

Factor
V

25

V

Visibility
1. Improve the visibility of the “View Cart” link. The close proximity of the “view Cart” link to the
search keyword field makes it appear as a label rather than a link. Consider adding a cart icon
to attract attention.
Additionally, consider implementing an interactive mini-cart to provide access to the list of items
in the cart without needing to leave the current page, provide effective feedback when a new
item is added to the cart, and maintain a more continuous customer experience and flow
through the site.

1

F

Feedback
2. Some product variations are limited to stock on hand, but there are no indicators about the
number of items available or if they are available online or in stores. When stock is limited it is
useful to customers to see how many items are available; this may help them make a purchase
decision more quickly if a desired item may become unavailable soon.
Additionally, if items are limited to stock on hand at retail stores, customers may seek
functionality that allows them to locate stores which have the item. Consider adding functionality
that allows customers to locate stores with a product in stock.

F
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Neutra Numbers at Fold

Rating
LOW

MOD

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

NEUTRA NUMBERS FULL PAGE

Factor
F

FOLD
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F

Feedback
1. Some of the products were out of stock, but there were no indicators on the product page,
there were no warning messages when a product was selected, and the customer would not
know that a selected item was not available until they saw the message in their cart. Provide
information about stock availability on the product page.

1
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Neutra Numbers Full Page

Rating
MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

NEUTRA NUMBERS POP-UPS

Factor
O

27

C

O

1
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C

Organization
1. The “About DWR” browser pop-up window uses the same page content as the “About DWR”
primary navigation option, including the “Experience DWR” link at the bottom of the content that
opens a new instance of the full DWR web site within the pop-up window. Although the content
is important and it is good to minimize the number of links that take visitors away from product
pages, the “About DWR” pop-up is fully redundant and should not spawn a new instance of the
web site within a browser pop-up window that has no browser controls. Consider removing the
“About DWR” link from the bottom of the product detail page.
Credibility
2. Most of the browser pop-up windows lack DWR branding and descriptive headers. All popup windows should contain DWR branding and have a visual design style consistent with the
main site. This will create a more professional and consistent appearance and increase the
trust and credibility of the site.

2
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Neutra Numbers Pop-Ups

Rating
MOD

HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART AT FOLD - FIFTH ITEM
F

28

Factor

Rating

Feedback
1. The use of red text increases the visibility of the backorder status and draws the attention of
the customer.

GOOD

2. Some of the products were out of stock, but there were no indicators on the product page,
there were no warning messages when a product was selected, and the customer would not
know that a selected item was not available until they saw this message in their cart. Provide
information about stock availability on the product page.

F

1
F
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2

Shopping Cart at Fold - Fifth Item

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART FULL PAGE - FIFTH ITEM

Factor
O

29

V

Organization
1. Add access to the “Live Chat” functionality within the shopping cart to allow customers to ask
questions about availability, shipping, discounts, and payment options. Provide links at the
points on the page where customers are most likely to have questions, such as “out of stock”
notices and the itemized cost estimates.
Visibility
2. Utilize data about products in the shopping cart to make recommendations about similar and
compatible products for cross-sell opportunities. Additionally, add information about DWR
design, delivery, and set-up services for up-sell opportunities. The current location of the DWR
credit card offer is a strong location for cross-sell and up-sell content. Products listed for crosssell should offer sufficient information at this point for customers to understand the reason for
the recommendation and to generate interest, but excessive content will make the information
density and size of the page too great. Implement limits to the number of products (e.g., no
more than three) that may be present as cross-sell opportunities.

FOLD

3. Consider modifying the page layout to conceal the information about pricing and make it
available on demand by using a CSS and DHTML layer.
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3

Shopping Cart Full Page - Fifth Item

Rating
MOD

HIGH

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART - REMOVE ITEMS

Factor
O

30

O
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Organization
1. Re-organize the layout of the item rows in the shopping cart. Eliminate the “Delete” column
and integrate the “Remove” link into the row content more closely. Each product row should be
re-configured to accommodate product imagery. Consider adding functionality and interactive
merchandising to the shopping cart that allows customers to change option selections without
returning to the product detail page.

1

Shopping Cart - Remove Items

Rating
HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART - CREDIT CARD PROMOTION

Factor
E

2

S

31

E

S
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Simplicity
1. Can an account be opened now and have it available for the current order? This information
should be provided at the beginning of the so that customers know if they can take advantage
of this offer immediately.
Efficiency
2. The link to the DWR credit card payment information from the shopping cart brings the
customer to this page. Most other links from the shopping cart provide access to information
through browser pop-up windows, but this link actually takes the customer away from the
shopping cart and the “Begin Checkout” buttons. Minimize the opportunities for customers to be
drawn away from the checkout path. Consider presenting the credit card information and
application in a well-branded pop-up window.

1

Shopping Cart - Credit Card Promotion

Rating
LOW

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SHOPPING CART POP-UPS

Factor
O

32

C

O

1

C

Organization
1. Several of the informational links open browser pop-up windows containing plain HTML text.
The links often jump to an anchor point in a much larger text file, and visitors are not provided
context for how the target information is related to and located within a larger text document.
Despite the use of anchor links since the beginning of web browsing, many visitors are often
confused when a link takes them to an interior point in a longer page, because the anchor point
rarely provides sufficient context and sense of place. Consider using a page-based (rather than
anchor-based) system for displaying this type of content.
Credibility
2. As noted on the product detail pages, the browser pop-up windows opened from the
shopping cart also lack DWR branding and descriptive headers. All pop-up windows should
contain DWR branding and have a visual design style consistent with the main site. This will
create a more professional and consistent appearance and increase the trust and credibility of
the site.

2
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Shopping Cart Pop-Ups

Rating
MOD

HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

SIGN-IN FOR CHECKOUT

Factor
O

33

S

F

S

4

2
1

F

Feedback
4. Although the progress / status indicators at the top of the page are informative and clearly
visible, their style is inconsistent with the visual design and brand representation on the
remainder of the site.
Additionally, the four steps listed in this indicator do not include an explicit “Payment” label,
which is an expected step in the process. Make certain that the steps listed match the checkout
process, reflect any changes to that process, and set appropriate expectations about what
information will be presented or required in each step.

3

T

Tolerance
5. Checkout requires an account. Returning customers may login and new customers must
provide an email address and password before proceeding. Consider offering a “guest
checkout” option that does not require an account.

FOLD

When online customers do not expect to shop frequently from a web site, they are more
reluctant to open an account unless there are clearly communicated benefits to having an
account for the purchase they are about to make. Many online customers fear excessive email
contact from the company or that the company will sell their contact information. If an account
is required to make a purchase, there should be a clear value to having the account, there
should be clear and simple ways to opt-out of all communications, the default values for
optional communications should be “do not send”, and there should be clear and explicit privacy
policies.

T
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Simplicity
2. The use of “Yes” and “No” as column headers is not informative and required customers to
read the question posed at the top of the page. When presented with form fields, most
customers will focus their attention on the interactive elements and will often overlook
instructions or explanatory text. Make the column headers descriptive labels that do not depend
upon reading other text on the page.
3. Simplify link language by using active, direct, and predictive wording. Consider using “Forgot
your password?” instead of “Can’t remember? Click here.”

O

S

Organization
1. The structure and layout of the form does not make efficient use of the page and does not
invite interaction. The “No” form fields extend below the fold of the page and the use a single
narrow column making the form appear longer and more complex than it is. Re-organize the
page to improve flow and clarity. Strive to keep all form fields above the fold.
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5

Sign-In for Checkout

Rating
HIGH

HIGH

MOD

LOW

HIGH

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

CHECKOUT - SHIPPING INFORMATION

Factor
O

34

C

Organization
1. Provide access to the new “Live Chat” functionality at points where customers are most
likely to have questions or encounter problems. This feature may be introduced at the top of the
page, but consider adding links to chat near the Shipping and Delivery Service and payment
methods areas.

Rating
MOD

5

O

1

O

2

2. Although labeled as the “Shipping Info” step, this form page also contains requests for billing
address and payment method. Consider splitting this page into two steps, one focused on
shipping addresses and methods and the other focused on billing address and payment
method.
S

V

C

6

FOLD

C

Simplicity
3. The list of products provides no order summary information. There are no prices for the
products or for the shipping options, and there are no product images. Production options are
listed but are not modifiable. Create a more informative order summary that is consistent with
the content and functionality presented in the shopping cart.
Visibility
4. In the shopping cart there was a line for “Promotional Savings” that has disappeared from
this summary. All price, discount, tax, and shipping cost information should be present and
consistent from the shopping cart through the checkout process.
Credibility
5. The VeriSign logo may be moved closer to the payment method form fields. Most customers
are concerned about credit card security and privacy and are less aware of the importance of
encrypted communication between their browser and the DWR servers, so reassure customers
cautious about placing large value orders that their private information is safe and secure.
6. Provide easy access to privacy policy information and explain how contact information will be
kept secure, how it will be used, under what conditions (if any) it is shared, and how customers
may opt-in or opt-out of communications from DWR.
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Checkout - Shipping Information

MOD

HIGH

HIGH

MOD

MOD

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

CHECKOUT - SHIPPING ERROR
35
T

Factor

Rating

Tolerance
1. Error messages are clearly visible, descriptive, and offer sufficient information for customers
to resolve the error. Form fields with errors are clearly highlighted.

GOOD

Consider placing a generic error warning message at the top of the page and placing more
specific instructions for resolving errors adjacent to the form fields containing the error. When
there are multiple errors on a page, all errors should be identified and explained, and having
specific directions for each error located near the error will make it easier for customers to
locate and resolve each error before proceeding.

T
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1

Checkout - Shipping Error

LOW

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

CHECKOUT - ORDER REVIEW

Factor
S

36

V

E

Simplicity
1. Order summary information has had inconsistent content and layout through the shopping
cart and checkout process. The order summary should be consistent on all pages. Include
product imagery, option/style selections, item number, quantity, unit price, total price, shipping
method, shipping cost, and total cost per iteml.
Visibility
2. The “discount” (previously labeled as “Promotional Savings”) has returned to the itemized
cost list after having disappeared on previous pages. The itemized costs should be consistent
throughout the shopping cart and checkout process.

S

1

V

2

Efficiency
3. Customers are asked to review their order information before submitting the order, but there
are no links or functionality on the page to allow them to make corrections if they find an error.
The page forces customers to use their browser’s BACK button to return to prior steps; the
steps in the progress / status indicator at the top of the page are not active links. Provide links
to modify order information and make the steps in the progress / status indicator links to the
corresponding page.

FOLD
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HIGH

HIGH

3
E
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Checkout - Order Review

HIGH

CLIENT: DESIGN WITHIN REACH

INFORMATION DESIGN: HEURISTICS REVIEW

CHECKOUT - ORDER CONFIRMATION

Factor
O

37

V

F

3
F
E

4

Visibility
2. Provide opportunities to remain on the web site by offering links to similar or compatible
products based on which products were just ordered, provide access to information about the
designers of the products just ordered, and/or present opportunities to learn more about
authenticity, manufacturing processes, and design principles.
Feedback
3. The order number is prominently located and displayed at the top of the page in a clearly
visible manner.
Efficiency
4. Provide links to the customer’s account management features in a more prominent location,
such as order history, order status, and address book. Add functionality for order tracking and
provide information about how to use it. Customers expect to receive complete order
information in the confirmation email, including order tracking numbers and access to the online
tracking tools. In most cases, order tracking numbers cannot be provided immediately and are
sent in a subsequent email.

FOLD

E

Organization
1. Place the “thank you” message, “Print this Page” button, and notice about email confirmation
at the top of the page to more clearly communicate that the order has been submitted and what
the next steps are.

O

1

V
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Checkout - Order Confirmation

Rating
HIGH

MOD

GOOD

MOD

